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TASTE IT
I did a tasting circuit
and kept a food
diary

LEARN IT
Assist an
archaeologist

I ate well (and
collected recipes)

A day in the life
of…

Popular annual
event… with food

Buying and eating a
loaf of bread

LIVE IT
D O IT
I patted a pig

TOUCH MY SOUL
Well-informed,
energetic,
passionate,
specialized
interpreters

MUSEUM
WITHOUT WALLS
I watched a
recording of John
Tate building a
skeleton for the
pirate exhibit

Historic garden
project: produce,
food bank,
document, do,
preserve
Be an apprentice

Touched my soul
with an authentic
community
experience

Watched a webcast
from the MNH
curator with my
class in Meat Cove

Connect to me
personally… and
now

Thematic (car) audio
tour/GPS

Tasting an edible
plant

Participate in a an
ongoing research
project

I talked to a
travelling minister of
the meeting house

Create your own
exhibit

I walked a
landscape (without
power lines)

Build a boat and sail
it

I met local people
and learned their
stories

Bought an heirloom
seedling to plant in
my garden

Record your own
history

EXPERIENCE NATURE
Be a naturalist for a
day

LIFE LONG
Engage me and
provide me with the
opportunity to
volunteer

Plant and harvest a
pumpkin

Touch a species at
risk

Behind the
scenes/collections
tour

Print using a
printing press

I spoke “sea gull”

Rock collecting

Sail a wooden
small craft

Participate in
archaeological/
paleo digs – live
cam
Fossil Camp (1
week, do work, add
to research base)

Learn to tell a story

Exposure to a new
language
I learned to quill a
box
Learn traditional
instrument/speak
traditional language
Take part in
making heritage
food

GOING GREEN
I visited several
sites on a lowemission bus

Take part in Mi’kmaq
ceremony
Make it easy for me
to find what interests
me
An interpreter told
me about an
indentured servant
at Perkins House

I was able to make
a pot
Interactive
performances
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